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Tormented with psychological delusions, a man begins to question his reality when he suspects
he is being manipulated by his online girlfriend.

MALCOLM TERRELL has been struggling to get over the recent death of his mother. The loss left him with schizoaffective disorder, suffering from
hallucinations, delusions, and depression for which he was clinically diagnosed after being committed to a mental institution. Now, he takes his
medicine, sees his therapist, and, taking the candid advice of his father, is ready to get back into the dating game to find love. His prayers are answered
in the form of MAYA, with whom he has had an online relationship with for about three months, but they have never met. Malcolm’s older brother,
ADRIAN, tries to arrange a blind date for him with his wife’s friend who is coming in town. Malcolm declines, happy with his online relationship and
Adrian teases about the girl being “imaginary,” hinting to Malcolm’s mental history.
That evening, Malcolm and Maya meet for the first time and their chemistry is strong. Malcolm notices she doesn’t look like her pictures, but in fact
“better” and he is surprised by how much in common they have, even ordering the same entrees and drinks. After a great time, they go back to his place
and have an intense sex session that leaves him in complete lust. He’s falling hard for this woman. The next morning, Malcolm decides he no longer
needs his medicine and does not take it. Adrian suggests they double-date with him and his wife, DAYNA, because they are anxious to meet Malcolm’s
new woman. However, while at dinner, Malcolm sees Maya at the bar leaving the restaurant, completely ignoring when he calls her name. She does not
answer her phone and never shows back up which confuses him. Adrian and Dayna insist the woman was probably not Maya at all. That evening, Maya
comes over and says she had to help her mom, having never made it to the restaurant. Malcolm is initially upset by her actions but is won over when
she seduces him.

The next morning, Malcolm awakes to his phone missing and Maya brings it to him from the living room, indicating he had left it in there. She cooks him
breakfast and suggests he call-in sick so they can spend the day together. He obliges. Though Malcolm is always so careful, or cheap as his brother
says, about his money, he is happy to spend it frivolously on Maya. He suggests they go back to her apartment but after she indicates she had a breakin and will be staying in a hotel, he suggests she move in with him. Their whirlwind romance continues, and Malcolm is head-over-heels in love. He
brings this up to his therapist and she cautions him about his rapid feelings.
Maya tells Malcolm her car needs some work and Malcolm offers to pay. He then expresses his love for Maya, overjoyed when she says she feels the
same way. He gives her his mom’s necklace, a token that his father had said for him to present to the one he wanted to spend the rest of his life with.
...(continued)....

...(continued)....
At Dad’s house, Maya never shows up and Malcolm discovers through her social media that she was killed in a car accident. He is distraught and
spirals into a deep depression for weeks. Adrian helps him try to regain his since of normalcy, having seen this same behavior when their mom passed
away. He covers for Malcolm with his absence at work and gets him to take his medicine again.
Two months after Maya’s death, Malcolm is on his way to a therapist appointment and sees Maya out jogging. He is ashamed to realize it is not her but
a hallucination. He shares his grief with his therapist who wonders if “Maya” was a woman Malcolm made-up in order to deal with the loss of his
mother.
Malcolm gets a call from his bank indicating a large sum of money had been withdrawn and routed to an offshore account. The money is his savings
and money from his mother’s life insurance. While he is sharing this information with his brother at lunch, he sees another woman who he thinks is
Maya, only to find out she’s not. Adrian notices. In addition to the fraud on his account, the partners at his company, including Adrian, find
embezzlement transactions under Malcolm’s pin and passcode and fire him, threatening to press charges. Adrian is starting to doubt his brother
innocence.
One evening, Malcolm goes out to eat alone and sees a couple having dinner. The woman looks like Maya, even talks and laughs like her. Is it really
Maya or is Malcolm hallucinating again? Who is behind the financial fraud Malcolm is accused of? Malcolm must now try desperately to put the pieces
together and unveil the truth before he spirals out of control once more. But who do you trust when you can’t trust yourself?
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Malcolm is an African-American handsome
man in his early 30s. He’s very close to his
family especially his deceased mom. He
suffers from schizoaffective disorder and
even hallucinations at times about his mom
being present there with him. He had to be
committed to a mental institution for six
months for treatment shortly after his
mother passed. He lives alone in a beautiful
apartment & has inherited a lot of money
from his mother’s life insurance. Even still,
he is a very frugal man. He has always
been awkward around females and is now
trying his hand at online dating sites to find
love after making a promise to his dad.

Adrian is Malcolm’s elder brother. He loves
bossing around Malcolm & takes an active
interest in his dating life. He even tries to fix
Malcolm up at times. He is slightly
overprotective but he loves his brother very
much and is genuinely concerned for him.
He’s always thinking how Malcolm is coping
with the death of their mom.

Maya is a beautiful African-American lady
Malcolm met online on a dating website.
The first time Malcolm sees her inperson, he is blown away by her looks.
Maya even has the same taste as
Malcolm and the two seem to be a
perfect fit for each other. Malcolm is
totally in love with her and wants to make
her his wife. But there is always
something wary about her which Malcolm
fails to notice.

Dayna is a beautiful African-American lady
in her 30s. By the looks of her style and
jewelry, one can guess she is used to the
finer things in life. She is Adrian’s wife and
they are high-school sweethearts. Adrian
loves her a lot and shares every little
thing with her, even his brother’s dating life
secrets. Dayna is really high-maintenance
and it’s difficult to keep up with her demands
financially for Adrian.

Pseudo is a drama with elements of a psychological thriller, surrounded by a special bond a family
shares for each other. At times, the characters will question their reality while dealing with themes of
love & loss. The narrative will prove to be a trip through all of life’s emotions: Grief, lust, loneliness,
acceptance, and finding love in difficult situations. It even addresses the stigma of mental health in the
Black community. The film will volley back and forth as we unravel the intriguing past of the main
tormented character & overall, it will prove to be a engaging and relatable experience for the audience.

This is a film geared towards adults, particularly in the Black community over
the age of 21. With online dating being a common practice, the topic will relate
with today’s society. The film is a drama with psychological thriller elements
and the universal themes of love, mental health, adult responsibilities & the
fight for one’s family remains constant throughout. Pseudo will resonate
well with diverse audience in the U.S. and around the world.
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